
Color Theory with Katie Pasquini Masopust 
 

Red, Yellow, Blue Color Wheel 
 

No matter how many times you have made a color wheel in your life it is always helpful to make a color 

wheel using your current medium. Our medium is fabric, so make a fabric color wheel.  

In this wheel I have a ring of 12 colors which are the primaries, the secondaries, and the tertiaries.  

To the primaries and the secondaries, I have added a lighter value fabric in an inner circle and a darker 

value fabric in an outer circle, thus creating three values: light, medium, and dark. This was done with 2-

inch squares.  

 

Figure 1: Fabric color wheel (3 value steps) 

I use seven value color steps in my color wheel; figure 1 shows only three value steps so that all twelve 

colors are easily seen.  

I find it helpful to organize my stash into these seven steps. First, I sort my fabric into colors, red, red-

orange, orange etc. then into the seven steps with step 1 being the very lightest of the color and step 

seven being the very darkest, almost black.  

Here is a gray scale showing the seven steps from white to black. 

 

Figure 2: Seven step fabric gray scale 

This is a handy tool to use to sort your fabrics by value.  



 

Figure 3: Seven value chart of all color wheel colors 

Here is a chart of all of the colors of the color wheel with seven value steps for each. I have put a dot on 
the pure color placement of the six primary and secondary colors. Yellow’s pure color is in step 3 as it is 
the lightest of the colors. Orange, red, green and blue’s pure color is in step 4. And violet, the darkest of 
the colors, pure color is in step 5.  
  



Fun Exercise  
Color + Composition 
 
Pick a color scheme from the chart in Figure 5. I will use a triadic color scheme of red, yellow, and blue 

as an example. 

First, find seven values of fabric for one of the colors in your color scheme. I chose yellow. The lightest 

needs to be almost white and the darkest needs to be almost black. Cut a 2-inch square from each 

fabric. Line those seven squares up in a row from light to dark value. Now, using different yellow fabrics, 

make two more seven value step rows of yellow squares from light to dark. Figure 4 shows the three 

squares in step 1 or lightest yellow, three squares in step 2 of a slightly darker yellow, and so forth.  

Now choose another color from your scheme. I will pick blue. Once again, find seven values of fabric 

from light to dark. Cut a 2-inch square from each fabric. Line those seven squares up in a row from light 

to dark value. Using a different set of blue fabrics, make one more row. 

We are working with the proportions three rows of the first color, two rows of the second color and 

then one row of the third color. So, for my example, red would have one row with seven values of fabric 

from light to dark. 

If your chosen color scheme has four colors then do another single row for the fourth color.  

Beautiful! 

Now choose a compositional layout from the chart in Figure 5 and use the fabric squares that you have 

gathered to create that composition using only placement of color and value.  Arrange the squares in a 

grid pattern.   

The examples in figures 6 and 7 show a diagonal composition and a symmetrical composition. 

Figure 4: 3 rows of 7 values of yellow 



 

Figure 5: Compositions and Color Schemes 

 

 



         

 

Other examples 
 

 

Enjoy Color!! But remember Color gets all of the credit but value does all of the work!!! 

Katiepm 

 

Figure 6: Diagonal composition, 
red/yellow/blue triadic color scheme 

Figure 7: Symmetric composition, 
red/yellow/blue triadic color scheme 

Split complementary of yellow red-violet 
and blue-violet; framed composition 

Analogous + complement of blue blue-green 
green and orange; symmetrical composition 


